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Do you know
…where the great
molasses flood
happened?
*People’s almanac, pg
100
…what the rare
disorder pica causes
victims to crave?
*Attack of the killer
facts!, pg 86
…how & why horses
sleep standing up?
*Why do clocks run
clockwise? pg 212
…2 countries that play
elephant polo?
*Top 10 of everything
(2010) pg 243
…who sent the 1st
email?
*Why girls can’t throw,
pg 122
…the rankings of
angels?
*Laws of order, pg 170
…why the Dutch wear
wooden shoes?
*Book of totally
useless information, pg
45.
…who the second
athlete to receive the
Presidential Medal of
Freedom was?
*First book of seconds,
pg 198

Check the Library catalog for more titles.
031 MCL
031 MUR
031 WOR
031.02 ASH
031.02 ASH
031.12 BOO
031.02 BRA
031 DIE
031.02 FRA
031.02 FEK
031.02 FEL
031.02 FEL
031.02 GRZ
031.02 HOW
031.02 KAN
031.02 KIP
031.02 KRA
031.02 NEW
031.02 MEN
031.02 STU
031.02 SYM
031.02 THO
031.02 VOO
031.02 WAL
031.02 WAL
031.02 ZAH
032.02 ROV
598.78 DOL
629.222 MCP
791.43 BAR
796.02 POS
741.5 DAV
809 SUT
973.7 TER

What makes flamingos pink?
First book of seconds
World almanac
Firefly’s world of facts
Top 10 of everything
Book of lasts
Notable last facts
Amazing…but false!
World’s worst: a guide to the most disgusting…
How do astronauts scratch an itch?
What are hyenas laughing at, anyway?
Why do clock run clockwise?
Attack of the killer facts!
How to hold a crocodile
Famous first facts
Order of things: hierarchies, structures…
5087 trivia questions & answers
10,000 answers: the ultimate trivia…
In the beginning
Stumpers!
Why girls can’t throw and other…
Quizzing: everything you always wanted…
Book of totally useless information
People’ almanac presents the 20th century
Significa
Test your cultural literacy
Laws of order: a book of hierarchies …
Bear-ology: fascinating bear facts…
Automania: complete book of automotive trivia
Complete Gone with the Wind trivia book
Ultimate book of sports lists
Garfield trivia book
Curiosities of literature
Civil War trivia quiz book

